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A few weeks ago the museum received a call from a lady named Patricia. Her father, the late 

Ronald A Jones had passed away recently. Her fathers passion was building 1/72 scale aircraft 

models and over the years he had accumulated many books on the subject as well as many 

models. The family, who all live back East, had gathered to clean-up and sell the property which 

was an older home in Oak Bay and had no way of accommodating the collection. “Would the 

museum be interested?” 

One Saturday afternoon I went with Doug Rollins, our Librarian, to check out this  collection. Up 

the narrow staircase into the dormer attic we went:  I was amazed! There were literally a    

thousand built models! There were boxes full of unbuilt kits! The scope of this collection was staggering. On one shelf was   

approximately 30    Messerschmidt Me-109's . Every version and sub-type of Germany's main fighter from WWII was there.  On 

another shelf,   dozens of Spitfires every mark, every camouflage represented in great detail.  Not only was WWII showcased, 

but modern jets and older bi-planes, transports and helicopters were to be seen.  “Would we accept this collection for the   

museum? Would we make sure that “Dad” was respectfully remembered?”  Realizing that there would be a lot of work ahead I 

said “yes”. Then the  reality set in, this would take some time and effort to move all of these artifacts out of Ronald's attic and 

back  to the BCAM. Some would go on display, others would go into storage and the unbuilt kits would go up on the museum's 

E-Bay account.  

As I pondered how to move 1,000 fragile models from Oak Bay to North Saanich I noticed that boxes such as fruit is shipped in 

would be ideal.  Broad but shallow I was able to transport about 15 1/72 scale fighters  in each box. When breakage occurred 

the parts would be contained.  I personally made several trips,  each time packing my GMC Canyon to the limits.  Jeff Phillips 

made three trips as well, bringing much of the collection to my house.  I am now systematically cleaning and restoring these 

models for the museum. Many are already on display and they have been integrated with the Broomfield display in a           

complimentary way. 

Ronald's collection while quite large is not the only one out there. We often receive donations from families, who find          

themselves overwhelmed as parents move on.  My own collection is not much smaller than Ron's. Modelling in 1/72 scale   

began in WWII to aid aircrew in identifying enemy aircraft.  One Inch equals 72 inches provides a nice size for hanging in a ready 

room.  In the late 1950's English companies such as Frog and Airfix began issuing Injection molded plastic models.  At first it was 

mostly British subjects, but in time this phenomena spread to ship models, vehicles and aircraft from all nations. Many other 

scales became available, and I remember as a youngster going to local department stores and seeing shelves full of plastic  

models. Victoria Hobbies and Craft at Yates and Broad always had an amazing display of finished models in their show window.  

Now I could visualize the ships and aircraft I had heard about from my father and other men I knew who 

had been in the war.  I could have in my hand a highly detailed 3 dimensional replica of a piece of history. 

Who will remember the stories of the past? As time moves steadily on who will know about the paint 

scheme used on British aircraft in the Egyptian desert in 1942? Who will care? What about the  original 

“camo“ on an Indonesian F-16? ( see photo).  Model builders such as Ronald Jones, Mr. Broomfield and 

myself will be motivated to research and discover the details, colors and different stories. The model 

building craze may have seen it's day, however there are still some of us out there. We still support our local hobby shops and 

take pleasure in exploring history, as a model has to be accurate. I wish I could have met Ron Jones  - I think we would have had 

a lot in common.  (Jack Funk, BCAM) 

Scale and Detail … a tribute to model builders everywhere ! 

Jack Funk & Collection 

Indonesian F16 Model 
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Tales From The Toolbox 2, (The Nightmare Returns!)….. 
 
Those of you who are avid readers of the BCAM Newsletter will already have become acquainted with my            
engineering genius buddy Dave Bowman, the mechanically minded bespectacled Sergeant who modelled himself on 

Phil Silvers' Sergeant Ernie Bilko......the likeness  wasn't only physical but the two were      
mentally compatible too, they shared that irrefutable knowledge, you know, that the only  
really dangerous thing in uniform was an officer with a map!  The sort of officer whose men 
would follow him anywhere...... out of curiosity usually....yes, Dave was NCO through and 
through!  
 
He was the first one of us to own a car, it was a pre WWII Morris 8.  Now, for those younger 
readers imagine a McVities biscuit tin with a black 
top and maroon sides, black mudguards and running 
boards (yes, that's got you under 55’s lot saying 
"what's a running board ?”,  ask a human being in 

my age range, much more fun than googling it!).  
 
This stalwart little car cost him the princely sum of £5 from a  somewhat 
suspect second hand car dealer in Middlesbrough (about $3.50 Canadian 
for those of you who don't wish to try bi-lingual arithmetic early in the 
day!).  Interestingly I priced one the other day and it now comes in at 
£10,000/11000......(you can now work that out!).......bet he wished he'd kept  it for another 60 years eh?  
 
Anyway, Dave used this car as our "bus" to run us all to whichever RAF airfield was flying that weekend, as the    
saying goes "there's no such thing as a free lunch".  In return for "the lift", we, as his minions, with Dave acting like a 
latter day Fagin, would send us out between flying to "forage" the several old wrecks littering the odd corner of the 
airfields......our brief was to look for suitable items to "liberate" from the wrecks so that he could adorn his beloved 
car with "extras"! I think the modern youth would call it "pimping my ride"?!  And so this pre-war saloon car soon 
sported an ejector seat sign, a gear up/down u/c handle from an old Mossie fuselage, an artificial horizon from a 
Chippie and many more labels and accoutrements. 
 
This lead to much amusement from anyone  who had a ride in it, except our Admin Officer, Mr. McDonald, who was 
aghast at the array of Air Ministry unloved and unwanted bits and pieces before him when he missed his train home 
one weekend after enjoying the "hospitality" of the Officers Mess a little too much!  The lift was still on offer.....so a 
little mild blackmail was not beyond our much admired engineer!  That car took a bunch of us all the way to        
Hastings and back once, with numerous weekends to Church Fenton, Linton-on-Ouse, Topcliffe and Leeming, all 
familiar names to Canadian readers (!). And as I sit in the comfort of my lounge I like to ruminate on the thought 
that the frontier spirit of your fellow country men who were there before lived on in the next generation as we  
knowingly did "A Nelson" and turned a blind eye to The Rule Book ?? !!   (Paul Taylor, Ramsgate, Kent  UK.  BCAM , 
Member) 

On a WestJet flight from YYC - YEG and during the safety demonstration, a 

male Flight Attendant proceeded to instruct the passengers as follows:  

 

"In the event of a depressurization, the oxygen mask will drop from the  

compartments above you. Once the shock wears off and you stop screaming, 

place over your mouth and nose and breath normally." Oh 

and  Smoking is prohibited on this flight. Any person caught 

smoking will go to jail for a really, really long time."  

  Gotta love them! 
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April—July 2018 

April 19  Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch 

May 1   Museum Summer Hours 10 am—4 pm 

May 17  Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch 

June 21  Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch 

June 23  Pot Luck Dinner 

July 19  Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch 

July 28  OPEN HOUSE 

Speaker Nights:   April 18th; May 16th; June 20th   

IMPORTANT! 

 Dates For Those  Diaries: 

 

Board Meetings:  

April 12; May 10;  

June 14; July 12 

Volunteer Lunch  Meetings: 

 April 19; May 17; June 21; July 19 

 

….Sorry Could You Repeat That Please?..... 

A few more “unusual”  airline names for 

your pleasure: 

For the Foodies: Vanilla Air and Peach 

Aviation! 

For the Jet Setters: Jetstar – cool! 

 

And of course Iceland connector to 

Europe: WOW Air! 

 

Keep them coming! (These contributions from Wilf Lambo, North Saanich) 

 

We’re already into spring and into planning for a busy summer.  The big summer event 

is, as usual, the annual Open House – this year, on Saturday 28 July.  Our theme this 

year is the one hundredth anniversary of the end of World War I.  We will be asking for your help as volunteers for a wide   

variety of tasks; it would be very helpful if you could sign up in advance rather than just turning up on the day.  Great though 

that is, it really helps us to plan well if we know in advance where we have volunteers and where we don’t. 

 

Speaking of volunteers, we have recently had several requests for teenagers to come out to volunteer.  They are uniformly 

enthusiastic and we would love to refresh our volunteer pool in this way but, up to now, we have had to turn down these 

offers because our volunteers do not have police checks.  We have resisted requiring these checks but now I believe we may 

have to consider changing our policy. Police checks are free for non-profits like us and they only relate to certain types of 

offence – so that marijuana possession rap you have from the seventies wouldn’t be a problem!  I’d like to hear from the     

volunteers as to how they view this potential change – so drop me an email. 

 

We are still waiting to hear if our Lancaster proposal has succeeded – we believe that Toronto council will be considering    

applications and reaching a decision later this month – so keep your fingers crossed!  Out of the blue earlier this year, we were 

offered, and have accepted, the donation of a 1937 Stinson SR-9 (Gull wing) Reliant – a significant (and beautiful) plane.  This 

was a wonderful surprise and we are really looking forward to displaying it – but of course it adds to our space crunch.  The 

Board will continue to think carefully about our alternatives in this area.  (John Lewis, President BCAM) 
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Museum News….. 

 Projects, News and More! 

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members! 

Sidney: Martin & Patti-Anne Key; Christa Colvie; Brian Roberts; John Heryet; Terry Banyard;   North Saanich: Bob & 

Verna Duncan; Sarah Klipper; Kara Rambo; Brandy Hunter & Family; Tony & Heather Kipcok; Jack McClintock; Ana 

Arias-Arias; Max Considine; David Chapman & Family; Saanichton: Rory Thomas O’Brien & Family; James Christian;  

Victoria:  Kai Gamadia & Anne Cole; Rina Chadha; Gartshore Family; Mireille & Patrice Lariminay; Wayne Ojala; Paul 

Longtin; Ken Gnuack; Brad Marchant; Ann & Maikkel Schaw; Nick Osmond-Jones; Jenelle Jenstad & David Wrate; 

Courtney Jawl; John & Lorie Wilcox; Keith R. Toone; Andrea & Adrian Rackwell; Kier Robins & Jill MacDonald; Erie 

Maggiora; David Churchill; Tim Cheesman; Anmanda ASabndberg & Family; Chris Stewart; Peter Gurnell; Veronica 

Fisher; Geoffrey Steeves; Nick Beaton; Alana Kumar; Mindy Panesar; Wayne    

Powell; Sooke: Laura Verhegge & Christie Johnson; Brentwood Bay: Jonathan 

Malerby & Andrea Bingham; Helen & Ryan Windsor; James Rea; Laura Molloy; 

Beth & Kevin Close; Angela Boyle; Central Saanich: Andrew Furman; Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan: Tim Monro;  

Can You Help? 

I am looking for some white 
“Mess China” with the RCAF logo 
on each piece.  I would like to get 
a few place settings if              
possible.  In particular, I want to 

find a few dinner plates if at all possible. 

If you wouldn't mind checking those attics and   
basements and  long forgotten boxes I would be 
very grateful if you could contact me. Many thanks! 

Dave Poole (250) 656-4364 dpoole9@telus.net 

BCAM Displays Team 

Interactive Displays Project 

Call for Volunteers 

 

BCAM has a number of computers 

and monitors that are suitable for use for interactive 

displays.  The Display Coordinators (Gord Campbell and 

Dave Jackson) are looking for volunteers to form a 

small team to build display stands and develop the 

content for the interactive displays.  The attributes of 

the prospective team members include enthusiasm, 

basic cabinetry skills, computer knowledge and         

creativity.   

This is going to be a worthwhile and enjoyable project 

that will provide our visitors with new experiences at 

BCAM and our display organization with more          

flexibility in the presentation of information. 

If you are interested in joining this initiative, please 

contact Gord Campbell at 250-652-8484 or Dave    

Jackson at 250-656-0254.  

Great Work! 

I have to say how excited I was after the  Winter Edition 

of the Norseman News—with all the articles and tidbits 

that have started coming in!  

Many thanks to all of you who have contributed—watch 

out for your piece in future Norseman Editions! 

And to those still wondering if you should submit             

something—ah, yes please! Stories, poems, fact or fiction

– it all makes for an interesting read for our membership! 

Thank you! Keep up the great work!  

(Virginia Browne)  
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If Planes Could Talk ….. 

Many aircraft have colourful histories, and the BC Aviation Museum Harvard has a very unusual one.  The Harvard, the iconic 

yellow monoplane trainer of both the Second World War and Cold War, looks very much like all of the thousands of other similar 

trainers that were produced to serve as a flying classroom for young pilots mastering the skills that they would need in their  

aviation careers.  The Harvard is painted in the livery of Navy 814; a trainer that was based at Patricia Bay in the Post World War 

II period.  However, the BC Aviation Museum  Harvard is not that actual aircraft; it only 

represents the trainer as it would have appeared in the day.  Yet, beneath this         

unassuming façade lies the remarkable story of how BCAMs Harvard came to be. While 

many tour guides talk about the Harvard as being ‘restored’, the truth is that there 

never was a Harvard to be restored in the first place! 

The story starts with Victoria Air Maintenance’s purchase of 4 Harvard and 1 T-6      

airframes.  From these grounded relics the talented company put together and sold 3 

airworthy Harvard's.  The odd bits left over were sitting in a tangled pile that was       

destined for the junkyard, when museum restorers were told they were could take anything that might be useful.  So our          

restorers began to salvage bits here and there, and eventually somebody said “You know …..” 

And after that, as Winn Albrecht, a long-time BCAM Restorer stated: ‘Pretty soon we just hitched anything yellow to the tractor 

and dragged it over to our hangar!” 

From these bits and pieces a complete display Harvard would emerge.  Close examination by knowledgeable visitors yield clues 

that the aircraft is not all that it appears to be.  A seam across the wings show that they were originally shortened to serve on a 

“Reno Racer” with clipped wings.  Both the air scoop and the engine exhaust were fabricated from scratch.  The canopy is an 

amalgam of both Harvard II and IV parts.  The tailwheel is actually a trailer wheel, and the radial engine is undersized.  But most 

intriguing of all is the tragic story behind the largest piece of the display aircraft; its fuselage. 

The fuselage is from a Mark IV Harvard built in 1952 that served as an RCAF trainer.  From there it passed on to the civilian     

market and on 10 November 1969 it was winging its way from Whitehorse, Yukon Territories, south to California.  In the cockpit 

sat its 27-year old owner, Ed Hadgkiss, and his 18-year old girlfriend, Kathy Reauhume.  Registered as CF-XEN, Hadgkiss called his 

Harvard The Yellow Peril, after its canary paintjob, and he poured most of his discretionary income into its operation.               

Unfortunately, the California holiday was cut short when a combination of mechanical issues and bad weather required Hadgkiss 

to make a forced landing in the woods on remote Roderick Island, off the Sunshine Coast just northwest of Vancouver.  

The Harvard came down in a forested area with its wheels up, but the robust construction of the trainer resulted in no major 

damage and both occupants were unhurt.  Fortunately, for their trip Hadgkiss and Reauhume had packed food, a hatchet, fishing 

poles, flares, matches, a Coleman stove, warm clothing and Arctic sleeping bags.  They now hunkered down to await rescue.  

Elsewhere, RCAF Station Comox mounted a major search for the missing aircraft using three Albatrosses, two Voodoo              

interceptors, two T-33 jets, two Labrador helicopters and a 4-engine Argus patrol aircraft.  In addition, the Coast Guard            

dispatched the ship Skidegate to patrol the coast and all local boats were asked to keep an eye out for the pair. 

It was all in vain.  With bad weather, fog, rain and snow cloaking the coast, the search was finally called off just before Christmas; 

six weeks later.  Two months after that, a Wilderness Airlines pilot flying a fishing charter over Roderick Island spotted the 

stranded aircraft and radioed in its location.  When rescuers finally arrived at the downed Harvard, there was nobody to be 

found.  Scribbled in the Journey Log was a note to the effect that the two survivors, despairing of rescue, had finally decided to 

try to descend the cliffs to the shoreline, where they had a better chance of being found by a passing boat.  The two had         

vanished in the wilds. 

Some time after this, the Hadgkiss family had the Harvard salvaged and, minus its wings, the fuselage ended up in Vancouver.  

From there it made its way to Victoria Air Maintenance for use in the rebuild project and finally, to the BC Aviation Museum.  So 

now the Harvard sits in the main museum hangar, resplendent in its Navy livery, where it is viewed by thousands of visitors   

every year.  They see and learn about a bit of Naval Aviation History in BC.  But just below that public veneer lies a remarkable 

and tragic story of how the artifact was created in the first place. (Submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian, BCAM) 
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  A Story In A Scrap of Cloth 
 

The piece of cloth in the newly moved WWI display case is labelled: 

“Gotha Bomber shot down over Agnez les Dusains, France Sept 3 1918, Captain Armstrong” 

Who was Captain Armstrong? 

Born in South Africa, Captain D’Urban Victor Armstrong first served in No. 60 Squadron 

flying Morane- Saulnier aircraft. Vancouver born and raised Air Commodore Duncan 

Bell-Irving MC & Bar (7 victories), and Captain Albert Ball VC, DSO & 2 Bars, MC (44  

Victories) were also in 60 Squadron at the time. 

 Armstrong went on to become a pioneering night fighter/intruder pilot against 

German bombers attacking England in the first blitz. He was credited with 5 victories 

and flew an all red Sopwith Camel named Doris. A famed aerobatics pilot, he was killed 

in a flying accident 14 November 1918 just 3 days after World War 1 ended. 

On the night of 24/25 August 1918 he shot down a German Gotha 

bomber: 

 

How did this relic come to Canada? 

September 3rd was in the middle of a big allied push.      

Perhaps a Canadian soldier visited the wreck site and took home a 

souvenir which was then donated to this museum by a family 

member. However, the true story is not known. 

At 10.20 p.m. I observed E.A. (Enemy Aircraft) 

from 9,000 ft E.A. at 7,000 ft approx. amid search-

lights over No. 5 Lighthouse. I dived on to E.A.’s 

tail and my engine cut out from pressure. I switched 

on gravity and got under E.A.’s tail and fired a 

burst of 20 rounds E.A. replied. 

E.A. was dodging in searchlights and I again got 

under tail and while firing anther 20 rounds got in 

E.A.’s backwash and spun. Another Camel then en-

gaged, fired and drew away. I closed with the E.A. 

for the third time and fired a long burst of 60 

rounds, E.A. replying. I saw tracer going through 

fuselage and E.A. spun to 3,000 ft approx., when I 

lost E.A. still spinning. I returned with machine and 

engine badly hit. 
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What’s In A Name? 

On the north-west corner of James White Boulevard and Resthaven Street in      

Sidney, BC, just a block north of the main street and right across from Mariners 

Pizza, stands a modern, 4-story apartment building.  It is a very typical building, 

completely unremarkable save for one thing; it has a very strong tie to local events, 

and to Canadian Aviation History in general.  Do you know, or can you guess what 

the story behind the building might be? 

For the answer, you have to go back to 31 July 

1943, when a twin-engine Handley-Page Hampden 

bomber piloted by Flying Officer Paul Allan Hartman was cruising at 2,000 feet above Sidney, 

BC.  The 25 year-old Hartman was an American citizen who had come north to Canada in 1941 

to join the fight against the Nazi regime.  An experienced pilot, he won the Distinguished Flying 

Cross the previous year while flying a Vickers Wellington bomber out of Malta.  After 32        

missions Hartman was then posted to #32 OTU at RCAF Station Patricia Bay to pass his skills on 

to the next generation of aircrew that would take up the fight with the enemy.  On this day      

Hartman was alone in the twin-engine bomber; Handley Page Hampden  J8410.  His task was to 

flight-test the bomber after it had returned to squadron operations following major maintenance. 

The Handley Page Hampden had a checkered career; entering service with the RAF the 

year before World War II as a fast medium bomber.  In combat it proved to have inadequate    

defensive firepower and was too slow for the new 

breed of fighters now appearing.   It was known as a demanding and unforgiving   

aircraft to fly; under certain banking conditions the slipstream from the wing could 

‘blank-out’ the small rudders, rendering them ineffective.  The combination of a               

control-sensitive aircraft with known design deficiencies in the hands of relatively  

inexperienced pilots proved deadly; of the 96 Hampdens based at Pat Bay, 48 crashed 

in the period from August 1941 to January 1944. The bomber was nicknamed The  

Flying Suitcase due to the narrow fuselage that was just 3 feet wide.  To others it was 

simply called The Flying Coffin. 

On this day all was routine as Hartman put the bomber into a left-hand turn.  Routine, 

that is, until corrective rudder was applied to recover.  The bomber failed to respond, 

and then slipped into a diving turn.  The pilot wrestled with the controls as the bomber descended, but 

was unable to pull the aircraft out of the fatal turn.  Finally, at 1,000 feet Hartman decided he had to 

bail out and use his parachute to save his life.  The abandoned aircraft then dove into the land owned 

by Glen Pearson at what today is the corner of James White Boulevard and Resthaven  Avenue.           

Fortunately, at the time the town of Sidney did not extend west of 5th Street, a block away, north of 

Beacon Avenue.  The bomber crashed into a large and empty plot of land; nobody was injured in the 

resulting explosion and fire on the outskirts of Sidney. 

Now 60 years pass; the Town of Sidney expands and becomes increasingly densely          

populated.  In 2004 Pearson’s land was sold to a local developer; Gordon Martmann.  George Maude, 

a local  aviation historian who had been based at Pat Bay in World War II, saw that the Pearson house 

was  being torn down, and asked if he could investigate the land for remnants from Hampden J8410.       

Inspired by the story, Martmann then decided to name the resulting apartment block Hampden Court, 

and to place a plaque and photo on the grounds to relate the incident.  The plaque is no longer there, but the apartment name    

remains as the link to the wartime crash. 

As for the pilot, Paul Albert Hartmann survived the war to join the RCAF Test and Development        

Establishment at Rockcliffe.  Later he was named the commanding officer of the Central Experimental 

and Proving Establishment.  Hartmann served as the test pilot on the RCAF Acceptance trials of both the 

CF-100 Canuck interceptor, and the Canadair-built CF-86 Sabre fighter.  To commemorate the 50th     

anniversary of powered flight in Canada, on 21 February 1959, Hartman flew a replica of the Silver Dart 

from the frozen Lake Baddeck, Nova Scotia.  There to greet him on his return to earth was the pilot who 

made the original, historic flight; J.A.D. McCurdy.  In 1973 Hartman was inducted into the Canadian 

Aviation Hall of Fame.  (Submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian, B.C.A.M) 

Hartmann and McCurdy 
 shaking hands  
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The British Columbia Aviation Museum 

1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5  

Ph. (250) 655 3300      Website: www.bcam.net  

Your 2018 Board of Directors: 

President:   John Lewis   (250) 665 6062   johnjarvislewis@gmail.com 

Vice President:  Larry Lepard    (250) 361 5332  restorations@bcam.net 

Secretary:   Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net 

Treasurer:   Brian Hay   (250) 655 3300  accounts@bcam.net  

Directors :   Dave Poole   (250) 656 4364  dpoole9@telus.net 

    Larry Dibnah   (250) 656 6416  larry_dibnah@telus.net 

    Ed Kucey   (250) 658 2325  eddyjoq@gmail.com 

Other Very Nearly Important People:    

Aircraft Archives/Librarian:  Doug Rollins   (250) 655 4184  library@bcam.net  

Artifacts:   Barbara Gilbert  (250) 655 3794  artifcats@bcam.net  

Membership Records: Norm Dressler  (250) 656 3771  membership@bcam.net  

Volunteer Co-Ordinator: Jan Lewis   (250) 665 6062  j6877lewis@gmail.com 

Gift Shop:   Virginia Browne  (250) 882 0710  giftshop@bcam.net  

Norseman Newsletter: Virginia Browne   (250) 882 0170            norsemannews@bcam.net  

Norseman Room Rental: Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net   

Ground Maintenance: Robert Young   (250) 656 4679 

eBay Sales   Sandy Peel   (250) 658 5171   b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com 

Please contact Editor at:  norsemannews@bcam.net  with your ideas and comments for our future newsletters!  

 

And The Cockpit Is…...! 

Sud Aviation SE 210 Caravelle 

The Gold Medal goes to: who else but: Mike Valenti!! 

Name That Cockpit….. 

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that  cockpit!  

First one with the right answer has got those all important 

bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!  

 

mailto:b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com

